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Tango is a cultural artifact that both de�nes and is de�ned by a country. Tango was born and grew up here. It has 
a huge cultural signi�cance. Merging African music and dance such as the candombe with European counter-
parts, a distinctive melodic style emerged in working class barrios of Buenos Aires.
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Through the incredible six-meter-tall French oak 
door made from wine barrels from the family 
vineyard, is MIO BUENOS AIRES, located on elegant 
Quintana Avenue, in the heart of Recoleta.

Mio Bueno Aires combines all that is good about 
luxury and service and completes it with this 
inexhaustible union with wine. It brings the best of 
Mendoza to the city, o�ering an experience that 
remains in the memory, like the Argentine Malbec.
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Located in the heart of the exquisite neighbourhood of Recoleta, at walking distance from the historical 
Recoleta Cemetery, the hotel shares the area with art galleries, restaurants, bars and beautiful parks. 

In the hotel, the Winter Garden extends to 400m2 including the swimming pool. Ideal ambiance for relaxing 
with natural light and vegetation during your stay..
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The Alvear Palace Hotel is one of the most luxurious hotels around the world. The hotel features magni�cent 
architecture and décor and is recognized worldwide for its unparalleled combination of hospitality and personali-
zed service.

The Hotel is the perfect place to discover a di�erent way to enjoy the city.
The Alvear Palace Hotel’s elegance as well as its caring and dedicated sta�, guarantee a remarkable experience for 
everyone who visits the hotel.
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Spur your senses at Buenos Aires Marriott, where you'll 
discover enlivened sophistication and tasteful design. 

Experience the best of Buenos Aires with our unparalleled 
location near to emblematic monuments such as the 
Obelisk, the Colon Theater, the Palace of Justice and the 
famous "9 de Julio" avenue. Afterward, pamper yourself 
with a massage or facial treatment at our spa. 

Encounter more revival in our stylish rooms and suites with 
plush bedding, �at-screen TVs, and free high-speed inter-
net to make you feel at ease.
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Located in Buenos Aires, within 1.1 mi of Recoleta Cemetery and 0.8 mi of Colon Theater, Palladio Hotel Buenos 
Aires MGallery provides free WiFi. 

Among the various facilities of this property are an outdoor swimming pool, a �tness center and a terrace. The 
property has a restaurant and a shared lounge.



Cabaña Las Lilas, located in the heart of Puerto Madero, 
is a restaurant that combines the tradition of Argenti-
nean meat with Brazilian warmth and hospitality. 

The venue was established in 1995 in a joint venture 
between Belarmino Fernández Iglesias, owner of the 
well-known restaurant chain Rubaiyat in São Paulo, 
and Estancias y Cabaña Las Lilas S.A., a 4th generation 
family business specializing in the breeding of the best 
livestock in Argentina and the Americas
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https://azurrealhotel.com
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About the restaurant: “In La Cabrera we selected the best cuts of the Hereford and Aberdeen Angus breeds.

At the moment of appreciating a rich cut of meat, the ideal is to eat it juicy and for that a golden rule must be 
respected: the diners must wait for the meat and not the other way.”
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A cathedral for steak lovers. Owner Pablo Rivero’s devotion to sourcing top-quality grass-fed cuts ensures Don 
Julio’s regular high appearances on Latin America’s 50 Best Restaurants, as well as a place on the World’s 50 Best list. 

Empty Malbec bottles bearing adoring messages from satis�ed customers are stacked up like books on the 
walls, but it is the vast grill that takes centre stage. Sit back and let expert asador (grill master) Pepe Sotelo 
cook your steak to perfection. 
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Come for grilled steak and seafood at this stylish yet traditional brasserie in the heart of Recoleta that has become 
a classic with true porteño style, from the black-and-white tiled �oor to the waiters in "penguin suits." It's relaxed, 
but elegant, popular with tourists until 10pm, and then with locals after that.
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Following a move to stylish new premises in May 
2019, this Latin America’s 50 Best regular has 
re-energised its tasting menu. The open-plan 
kitchen is kitted out like a laboratory, with all 
tables facing the team of chef’s at work, led by 
Gonzalo Aramburu. 

Watch in wonder as the kitchen brigade whip up 
the experimental and inventive 16-course seasonal 
menu, with molecular gastronomy to the fore, 
including the use of liquid nitrogen and foams. 

Highlights include scallop clouds and Jerusalem 
artichoke chips with aubergine and lime ash.



At nightfall, it becomes the best option in the city to enjoy small bites, a selection of light dishes and original 
signature drinks
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House music and an open-air terrace with splendid views of Recoleta and its parks. The Alvear Roof Bar creates 
an ideal ambiance to relax in comfortable armchairs and to admire unforgettable sunsets from the 11th �oor.
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From the open-air terrace, Trade Skybar o�ers some of the very best views found in all of Buenos Aires. The 360-de-
gree vistas include the Obelisk, Luna Park, the Puerto Madero Ecological Reserve, the Casa Rosada and Río de la 
Plata. Just to name a few.

The Trade menu includes international and contemporary �avours, ranging from Argentine and Italian dishes to 
Nikkei cuisine. There is also a very nice selection of expertly crafted cocktails, both signature creations and classic 
ones.
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Set on top of the fantastic Hotel Grand Brizo Buenos Aires, right by the famous Avenida 9 de Julio, you �nd a 
stylish and classic rooftop lounge, called Cielo Sky Bar.

A great venue for an after-work drink or just a break while exploring the streets of Buenos Aires, this rooftop 
comes with one really unique selling point: its open-air views over the majestic Obelisk.
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In the middle of the city, a place to explore with the senses. A good wine with the ideal temperature, fresh 
water, a beautiful sky, and very tasty food. Excellent combination to escape for a while and relax. 
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Located on the terraces of Alcorta Shopping, a place of reference for fans of fashion and trends, ARRIBA arrives, the 
new restaurant from the creators of Invernadero, Spritzza and Afrika. A perfect proposal to end a day of shopping 
or for those looking for a meeting with friends in a trendy and sophisticated place.
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The Hole, a new speakeasy bar inspired by di�erent prisons from the beginning of the century in the United 
States, especially the mythical Alcatraz.

With a setting that evokes a prison from the 
30s, between bars, prison suits, prisoner 
identi�cation signs and even cells, The Hole 
promises to be one of the bars in the city that 
will cause sensation among the city.
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Rey de Copas, Sebastián Páez Vilaró's bar in the 
heart of Palermo Soho.
Art, paintings, murals and sculptures by Sebas-
tián and Carlos Páez Vilaró, combined with the 
best atmosphere and excellent cocktails and 
gastronomy.

The bar itself is made from old recycled railway 
sleepers and dressed in ceramics from the Pais de 
Calais region, France. The same ones that still 
decorate the spaces and walls
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Long one of Buenos Aires' most acclaimed speakeasys, Frank's is tucked away in the Palermo Hollywood 
neighbourhood of the Argentinian capital. Only open from Wednesday to Saturday, it's strongly recommen-
ded you book if you want to be on the right side of its stringent door policy. 

Once you're in it's full 1920s glamour, with a polished wooden bar top, �ocked wallpaper and chandeliers (yes, 
plural). Cocktails are appropriately boozy, with the signature Frank's Fashioned blending Scotch, bitters, saline 
and maraschino.
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Uptown is a bar set like a subway station in the Bronx of New York. Located in the Palermo neighborhood, it 
stands out with its super original drinks that are out of the traditional.

All tables are reserved in advance, otherwise you have to stand near the bar. The service is very good and the 
bartenders advise you on what to drink.
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This bar is located in the Recoleta neighborhood and it stands out for its excellent atmosphere, quality and 
taste in design. 

The drinks are excellent. Food of high quality and well served in terms of presentation and quantity. 
Very good attention. A di�erent place, with a level of excellence.
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Malloy's is a beach-style restaurant located on the banks of the river, infused with elements and memories of surf 
trips. 

It is a good option for those who want to disconnect from the city and enjoy the nature o�ered by San Isidro 
neighborhood, with excellent food and good service.
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Clients can eat homemade salmon, perfectly 
cooked octopus and amazing risotto at this restau-
rant. There are a huge variety of wines, so that all 
visitors �nd one that suits their taste.

 See for yourself how sophisticated their sta� is. 
Most reviewers mention that the service is great.



We'll take care of your ground transportation in and out to make it hassle free. Our driver will wait for you at 
the airport and take you to the hotel. 

 
On the hoter hand, with our guide, you'll enjoy the city and visit the main tourist spots on a private vehicle. 

On your last day at Buenos Aires we’ll be sure you’re on time at the airport to catch your next �ight!
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